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AN Irishman missing in Colombia
is feared to have been tortured and
murdered by a drug cartel.

There are grave concerns for James Hillis (40),
from Co Wexford, who has not been heard from for
around a month.
Gardai are aware of reports that gruesome videos
have allegedly been sent to family members which

are said to show him being
tortured. The criminals
also allegedly made a €150,000 ransom
demand for his safe return.
Investigations have established that
Mr Hillis (right) “travelled voluntarily” to Colombia from Tenerife
– where he has been based – on an
Irish passport last month.
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AN Irishman missing in Colombia is feared murdered by a drug
cartel after criminals allegedly
made a €150,000 ransom demand for his safe return.
There are grave concerns
for the safety of 40-year-old
family man James Hillis, who is
missing in the South American
country and has not been heard
of for around a month.
Gardai are aware of reports
that gruesome videos have been
allegedly sent to family members of the missing father of
a number of young children
which were said to show him
being tortured.
Senior sources have revealed
that there are “massive fears”
that Mr Hillis, who is from the
Forth Mountain area of Wexford, has been murdered by a
drugs cartel.

INVESTIGATIONS

However, the senior sources
said that gardai do not have
the videos in their possession
in which Mr Hillis was allegedly
tortured as a ransom demand
of €150,000 was made to his
family.
Gardai have confirmed that
they are “carrying out enquiries” with the Department of Foreign Affairs and the Colombian
authorities.
“We are aware of the case
and providing consular assistance. It is the policy of the
department not to comment
on ongoing cases,” a spokesman
for the Department of Foreign
Affairs told the Herald.

Investigations by a number
of international police forces
have established that Mr Hillis
had “travelled voluntarily” to
Colombia on an Irish passport
in October.
Mr Hillis, who was known
to gardai, had been based in
Tenerife in recent years and it
is understood that this is where
his journey to the dangerous

South American country began
more than a month ago.
Senior sources say gardai
could not confirm local reports
that Mr Hillis met up with
“serious criminal elements” in
Colombia.
“Mr Hillis has gone missing
and gardai are fearing the very
worst for him,” a senior source
told the Herald.

‘Mr Hillis has
not been in
touch with his
family since
October’

“Gardai are aware of certain videos but these have not
been examined in any detail
by officers.
“What is not in doubt is that
Mr Hillis has not been in touch
with his family since October
and this would be highly unusual for him, which again raises
another red flag in terms of his
well-being.”

There has been no official
confirmation yet that Mr Hillis
has been murdered.
When contacted by the Herald, a family member said he
did not wish to comment on
the case.
“This matter is in the hands
of the guards and I don’t want
to make any comments,” the
man said.

CONVICTIONS

While known to gardai, Mr
Hillis is not considered a major
criminal but he does have a
number of previous criminal
convictions.
He was previously arrested
and brought back to Ireland
from Tenerife on foot of a Eu-
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Michael Collins’ walking stick sells for €11,000
Sarah Slater
A WALKING stick owned
by Michael Collins was sold
at auction for €11,000 last
night after attracting “huge”
interest nationwide.
The 98-year-old cane (inset), once carried everywhere
by the revered political hero,
was given by him as a gift to
one of his drivers in the early
1920s.
It had a low estimated
guide price of between
€2,000 and €4,000.
After frantic bidding,

James Hillis (above) is missing
in Colombia. Far left, police are
helping with the investigation.
Inset below, Dubliner Joe Moore
whose body was found in 2017
ropean Arrest Warrant to face
charges in relation to 10 counts
of stealing money to the combined value of €44,000.
In April 2016, he received an
18-month suspended prison
sentence at Wexford Circuit
Court after he pleaded guilty
to the charges.
Described as a former Christmas tree dealer, the court heard
that he faced 10 counts of stealing money.
Amounts which went missing
at the AIB branch in Rosslare
ranged from €1,950 to €9,950.
In one case, a man lost sums of
€5,500 and €8,500.
It is understood that all the
money was paid back to the
victims.
Mr Hillis, whose home address was Green Lakes, Forth
Mountain, Co Wexford, was
described last night as “a wheeler dealer type” rather than a
serious organised criminal.
“At one stage he was involved
in the sale of plant machinery
with a Nigerian crew based in
Liverpool – he was a real wheeler dealer,” the source added.
“Despite everything, there is
nothing in his background to
suggest he would have any kind
of criminal pedigree to get involved with Colombian cartels,
especially on their own patch,
which is clearly very dangerous.
“This is an awful time for
this man’s decent family and
multiple investigations are under way.”
The Herald understands that
Mr Hillis comes from an “extremely decent” family who
have been left devastated by his
sinister disappearance.
Gardai said they are unaware
of any connection between

Mr Hillis’s case and a Dublin
man with strong links to the
Kinahan organisation who was
murdered by a Colombian cartel
as punishment for the seizure
of a shipment of cocaine.
The naked body of Ballyfermot man Joseph ‘Joe’ Moore
(55), who was strangled with
bubble wrap, was discovered
in a river close to the ‘narco’
hotspot of Medellin in the South
American country on May 2,
2017.
No one has ever been brought
to justice for the gruesome
murder of Moore, who Colombian authorities say was killed
by ‘The Office’ cartel, which
was reportedly founded as an
enforcement and collections
arm of slain godfather Pablo
Escobar’s notorious Medellin
cartel.

SHOCK

It is understood that Moore,
who was “considered to be a ‘Mr
Fix-it’ type of individual”, had
been in Colombia to “smooth
things over” for the Kinahan
cartel.
Despite his strong links to
organised crime, Moore was
well regarded in his native
Ballyfermot and news of his
death caused major shock in
the local area.
His body was repatriated
home to be cremated with the
aid of the Kevin Bell Trust.
Moore left Ireland for Spain
around 20 years ago but continued to be involved with serious
criminals.
He was considered a close
associate of notorious international drugs trafficker George
‘The Penguin’ Mitchell, who is
also from Ballyfermot.

starting at €2,000, all phone
lines leading into the auction
– which was
held at the
Royal College
of Physicians
– were filled
with interested buyers, as
was the room.
Following a
tense 10-minute bidding war by those on
the phone lines, the historic
cane was sold to a “determined” buyer.
It is understood the new

owner will be keeping the
cane in Ireland.

SHOT

The walking
cane forms
part of the
collection
of John Cormack.
John ‘Jack’
Cormack,
who was born in Lucan,
Dublin, on June 24, 1894, was
a driver for Collins.
Cormack was shot in the
leg and hand at the Red

Cow in Dublin circa 1921. A
spokesperson for DeVeres
auction house explained that
the “exact date is unknown”.
Collins gave Cormack the
rosewood stick and it had
remained in the family since
then. Jack Cormack’s granddaughter Sinead inherited
the cane.
“There has been huge interest nationally in the cane
since we announced that it
was being auctioned, due to
its historic connections and
value,” said Rory Guthrie of
DeVeres.
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Ken Foy

THE Mr Big drugs
gang is suspected of
using a garda mole to
leak information in
exchange for cocaine.

A female civilian garda
employee, in her 20s, has been

suspended and had her phone
seized as part of the probe.
Eight homes of suspected
dealers in Malahide, Swords
and Coolock linked to her were
raided at dawn yesterday.
“She is suspected of passing
on information she looked up
on the Pulse system about the
dealers’ movements,” a senior
source said.
SEE PAGE 6
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‘Gaybo was a fabulous writer since
days he had Herald column’ – Duffy
Melanie Finn
RTE’S Joe Duffy has recalled
how Gay Byrne was always
a fabulous writer and one of
the reasons why the Herald
always sold out in certain
parts of Dublin during the
1960s.
From 1964 to 1970, the RTE
legend was a columnist with
this newspaper, and used
to vent his spleen on every
topic – from popular music
to encounters with famous
celebrities and his chats with
everyday Dubs.
He proved to be as adept
on the airwaves as he was in
print, and became the voice
of a generation thanks to his
inimitable musings on almost
every topic.
“One thing about Gay that
was remarked upon a lot
when he died [last November], was that he was a very
good writer,” said Liveline

presenter Joe (below). “I remember saying to him about
five years ago, I read one
of his pieces in the Sunday
Independent and it was just
so fluid.
“He wrote as he spoke and
if you listen to any of
the recordings of
Gay – compared
to my stutterings and
mutterings –
even if he spoke
spontaneously
on the radio, it
had a complete
flow to it.

CHUFFED

“He was very proud of his
writing and he was chuffed
that I remarked upon it
because people were like, ‘Ah
Gay Byrne, he’s only a showbiz guy’. But he could write.
And he loved reading.
“He was so well-read and

every morning you’d go down
to him in the studio and I
was producing at the time.
At 8.10am every morning,
he’d be sitting there with this
little variation of a Stanley
knife wrapped in gaffer tape.
“He had that with
him every day in this
little brown zip-up
briefcase. He would
go through the papers every morning and fillet them
with his knife for
little tidbits for his
various columns.
“He was really
diligent about it, he took
it really seriously. He was a
fine, fine writer. He was very
witty in his writing.”
Joe said he first met Gay
in 1966 on Moore Street
while exiting the GPO, which
housed RTE’s radio centre at
the time.
“He was coming out from

the GPO and walking up
Moore Street to get into his
Triumph Herald and my
mother said to me: ‘There’s
Gay Byrne’ because he was
famous even then.
I ran over to him, starstruck, to get his autograph.
He had that little brown zipup briefcase with him under
his arm and he had that with
him until the day he died.”
“I worked in Boylan’s sweet
shop and the Herald was the
biggest-selling newspaper in
Ballyfermot.
“It was the paper of Dublin
working-class people so I
presume that’s why they
asked Gay to write a
column because there was
such a connection there.
It was the only paper that
came into our house.”

DON’T
MISS

Your FREE
pullout
tomorrow

Don’t miss part one of
Gay’s Herald columns in a
free pullout tomorrow

FEMALEGARDAWORKER’S
COKE-FOR-INFOPROBEAS
8‘MRBIG’DEALERSRAIDED
l Woman in 20s used Snapchat to send garda intel to feared gangsters
EXCLUSIVE
Ken Foy
A DUBLIN-based garda civilian
employee is under investigation
suspected of providing key information to dealers linked to
the ‘Mr Big’ drugs organisation
in exchange for cocaine.
Eight homes of suspected
drug dealers in north Dublin
linked to the garda employee
were raided at dawn yesterday
as officers attempted to obtain
more evidence in their “corruption” enquiry.
The National Bureau of Criminal Investigation (NBCI) is
conducting the probe after
receiving information that the
young woman was being “paid”
in cocaine to provide information to the gangsters.
Yesterday, around 50 NBCI
detectives were involved in raiding properties of drug dealers
in the Malahide, Swords and
Coolock areas of the capital.
There were no arrests in this
phase of the operation and the
garda employee has been suspended from duty but has not
yet been detained.

A garda spokesman told the
Herald last night that the force
did not comment on internal
investigations.
“The garda employee is
suspected of passing on information which she looked
up on the Pulse system about
the movements of the drug
dealers,” a senior source said
last night.
“Her use of Pulse attracted
suspicion and it led to her
phone being seized earlier this
month. She was interviewed
about the matters and then
suspended from duty.
“Her use of the garda internal
computer system led investigators to conclude that she had
been looking up things like
recent sightings of the drug
dealers by gardai and other
sensitive information gardai
had about them.
“It seems she had been passing on the intelligence from
the internal garda system on
her mobile phone to the drug
dealers through Snapchat and
other social media apps by
sending screengrabs of their
Pulse history.
“The woman, who is aged in

pended garda employee is
suspected of providing information to are “relatively low-level
operators” linked to ‘Mr Big’,
the Coolock-based crime boss
whose mob has emerged as
chief suspects in the murder
of hitman Robbie Lawlor in
Belfast last month.
“They are not big-time on
a national level but they are
significant dealers on a local
level,” a source said last night.

TRAFFICKERS

Drug boss ‘Mr Big’ is a suspect in the murders of hitman
Robbie Lawlor (left) and Real IRA boss Alan Ryan (right)
her 20s, has a cocaine problem
and the dealers were taking
advantage of this.
“Their homes were hit yesterday and more evidence was
secured. The investigation is
ongoing,” the source added.
The probe into the young
woman is considered “far
more serious” than another
internal investigation into a
Dublin-based garda civilian
employee which emerged last
week.
In that case, gardai are inves-

tigating an allegation that this
woman had access to information setting out the times and
locations of Covid-19 checkpoints and passed on that information to people involved in
the drugs trade in south Dublin
and Co Wicklow.
She has not been arrested or
suspended from duty.
“These are separate cases and
the two females are not based
in the same garda facility,” a
source said last night.
The drug dealers the sus-

“Electronic items were seized
in the raids of their properties,
including phones, and the examination of these items will
form a key part of this investigation.”
‘Mr Big’, who cannot be
named for legal reasons, is now
considered one of the country’s
main drug traffickers.
“These lads, targeted by the
NBCI, would be runners for
him. It will be interesting what
shows up on their devices,” the
source said.
The ‘Mr Big’ gang is considered the biggest drug-dealing
organisation on the northside
and has also been involved in ti-

ger kidnappings. It is suspected
of carrying out the brutal gun
murders of Real IRA brothers
Alan and Vinnie Ryan in 2012
and 2016 as part of extortion-related disputes.
The mob is involved in a
number of feuds, including in
Drogheda where it is aligned
with the Maguire faction.
Sources say that the gang has
dozens of crack cocaine-dealing
teenagers involved in its enterprises in Darndale and other
north Dublin suburbs.
One of these “sub-groups”
was involved in stabbing a
38-year-old man multiple times
earlier this month after he was
accused of attending the funeral
of slain hitman Robbie Lawlor –
a sworn enemy of ‘Mr Big’.
Lawlor was the chief suspect
in the murder of his former
close associate Kenneth Finn
(36), a close pal of ‘Mr Big’, in
February 2018.
When Lawlor’s brother-inlaw Richie Carberry was shot
dead in Bettystown, Co Meath,
last November, the slain criminal blamed ‘Mr Big’ for organising it in a secretly recorded
prison phone call.
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Homelessman’s
€200kofdrugs
A MAN who was caught
holding more than €200,000
worth of drugs in his homeless accommodation has been
jailed for five years.
Peter Kane (49) had
secured the Dublin bedsit
having come off heroin and
stabilised on methadone. He
had not been in trouble with
gardai for seven years before
he was “offered cocaine for
free”, Vincent Heneghan SC,
defending, said.
He was then told he owed
money and was put under
pressure to store cocaine,
cannabis resin and heroin.

Gardai investigate the
murder of Richie
Carberry and (below left)
slain brothers Alan and
Vinnie Ryan

Ex-rugbycoach
getsbettingban
FORMER Wales assistant
coach Rob Howley has been
banned from involvement in
rugby union for 18 months,
with nine months suspended,
after breaching betting rules.
Former Wales international Howley (49) was sent home
four days before the start
of the Rugby World Cup in
Japan over a potential breach
of betting regulations.
The investigation found
Howley placed 363 bets on
rugby union between November 2015 and September
2019, featuring 1,163 matches
in total.

Minute’ssilence
forvolcanodead
NEW Zealanders observed
a minute’s silence yesterday
at the moment a volcano
erupted a week earlier,
killing 18 people and leaving
others with severe burns.
Prime Minister Jacinda
Ardern said that wherever
people were in New Zealand
or around the world, it was
an opportunity to stand
alongside those who had lost
loved ones in the tragedy.
Two bodies have yet to be
recovered from the White
Island eruption site after
searches have so far come up
empty-handed. Police will
continue their search.

ChessNo.1topsat
fantasyfootytoo
MAGNUS Carlsen has become a number one player in
reality and fantasy after the
world chess champion from
Norway moved to the top of
the standings in Fantasy Premier League, an online soccer
competition played by more
than seven million people.
“Since a lot of people
are asking about my FPL
strategy, mine is the not so
groundbreaking one of part
stats and part gut feeling,”
Carlsen (29) wrote on Twitter.
Carlsen became chess
grandmaster in 2013 when
he beat Viswanathan Anand
of India.

EXCLUSIVE

GANGWAR
FEAREDAFTER
THUGLAWLOR
ISRELEASED

Ken Foy
CRIME CORRESPONDENT

GARDAI fear a spate of
gangland violence after the
release from jail yesterday
of one of the capital’s most
notorious criminals.
A major garda alert is
in place for Robbie Lawlor
(35), who was whisked away
from outside the Criminal
Courts of Justice in an Audi
car after a charge of assaulting his ex-girlfriend causing
her harm was dropped.
It was the only remaining
charge after he was cleared
of attempting to murder the
mother of his ex-girlfriend’s
partner last week.
Detectives fear that Lawlor “will go to war” with the ‘Mr
Big’ drugs mob as they have
emerged as the chief suspects
for the gun murder of Lawlor’s
brother-in-law Richie Carberry
in Bettystown, Co Meath, last
month.
They are also suspected of
carrying out the brutal gun
murders of Real IRA brothers
Alan and Vinnie Ryan in 2012

Murder victim Richie Carberry
was Lawlor’s brother-in-law
and 2016 as part of a separate
extortion-related dispute.
“There is sense of trepidation
that this individual is back on
the streets and there are serious
concerns that it will lead to
imminent gangland violence,
especially in north Dublin,” a

senior source told the
Herald last night.
“He was very close
to Carberry and is
aware that the ‘Mr
Big’ gang are in the
frame for that mur
murder.”
A security bulletin was issued to all
Dublin garda stations
late last week ahead
of his imminent release advising that
gardai “should exercise extreme caution”
when approaching
the dangerous fatherof-three.
Last week, Lawlor
was found not guilty
by a jury of threatening to murder his
former girlfriend’s
partner and of attempting to
murder his mother. He was also
acquitted of possessing a gun
and of killing a dog.
He was acquitted of the five
charges, including the attempted murder, following a trial in
which his ex-girlfriend Rachel
Kirwan retracted a statement
she gave to gardai.
In it, she said Lawlor had

threatened to kill her new partner Derek Mitchell and his
mother Fiona Mitchell.
The criminal had been locked
up in prison since being charged
with the offences, which mostly
related to incidents in January
and May last year.
He had been refused bail in
the High Court after a hearing
heard evidence from a chief
superintendent that if he was
released, gardai believed that he
would commit serious offences.

FEARSOME

While in jail he had a number of
disciplinary scrapes, including
a serious violent incident last
September in Cloverhill Prison
in which he “badly beat up” a
28-year-old Tallaght man who
was on remand in the prison
on a north city murder charge.
After both Lawlor and the
murder suspect received ‘P19’
disciplinary reports for the
fight, which took place in a
cell, the other prisoner had to
be moved out of Cloverhill and
into Wheatfield Prison – for his
own protection.
“Lawlor had a fearsome reputation in jail, other prisoners
were genuinely afraid of him,”

a jail source told the Herald.
“He was a complete fitness
fanatic while he spent that
time on remand.”
Lawlor was also the victim
of violence himself while in
jail and in October 2018 he was
stabbed in Cork Prison after
getting in a row with now-free
mob boss Cornelius Price.
With Lawlor out, senior
sources say that there are “major fears” that the ‘Mr Big’ mob
will attempt to murder him or
that Lawlor’s associates will
target that gang.
His associates have been
previously linked to a string of
unsolved gun murders in the
capital.
This includes the slaying of
Mr Big’s right-hand man Ken
Finn (36) who died after being
shot in the head in Darndale in
February of last year.
The Finn killing, along with
the recent fatal shooting of
Carberry, have made the two
mobs mortal enemies.
Mr Big’s crew is considered
the biggest drug dealing organisation on the northside and
has also been involved in tiger
kidnappings.
Meanwhile, their current
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Dwyer ruling allows ‘virtual
space for crime’, court hears
Tim Healy
AN “ENORMOUS amount” is at
stake in the State’s fight against
serious crime as it appeals
against a key ruling in favour
of convicted murderer Graham
Dwyer (inset), the Supreme
Court has been told.
If a High Court judgment
allowing Dwyer’s challenge to
a data retention law stands,
that means a “virtual space” in
which criminality exists cannot
be accessed by the State authorities, Paul Gallagher SC said.
Phone data played a “significant” role in Dwyer’s trial for
the murder of Elaine O’Hara in
2015 but there was also other
evidence, counsel outlined.
Data privacy and protection
rights must be balanced against
other rights, including to life,
protection of the person and
national security, he argued.

Robbie Lawlor (also
inset) leaving court a free
man yesterday. Below,
murdered Ken Finn

rivals were investigated for the
fatal shooting of Noel Deans
(27) in January 2010 in Coolock.
They are also suspected of
murdering David ‘Fred’ Lynch
(26) who was shot four times
in the head with a 9mm calibre
semi-automatic pistol in
March 2009, also in
Coolock.
Ironically, a
young close
associate
of
slain
Lynch has
emerged as
a suspect
for actually carrying out the
shooting of
Carberry last
month on behalf of the ‘Mr Big’
mob.
Lawlor’s associates have also
been investigated for the murder of Tallaght criminal Mark
Byrne (29) who was shot dead
outside Mountjoy Prison in
May 2005.
At a Dublin District Court
hearing in October 2008, it
was disclosed that Lawlor was
arrested as a suspect in the

shooting of Anthony Ayodeji
in Darndale in July 2008, who
was shot as he held a baby boy
in his arms.
The victim survived after he
was shot five times as he sat in
a car in Buttercup Park on July
4 that year.
Ultimately Lawlor was never
charged in relation to that
attempted
murder
but he has
over 124
previous
criminal
convictions.
These
include
a
16-month sentence imposed in
April 2015, for possessing a stolen car.
Other previous convictions
include dangerous driving, public order offences and a five-year
sentence for possessing drugs.
The recent trial, in which
Lawlor was cleared of all charges, heard that in May 2018, a
gunman entered Fiona Mitchell’s garden and fired four shots,

killing her dog Chopper and
smashing a window and a patio
door, and leaving a bullet hole
in her front door.
Ms Mitchell described fleeing through front door as the
gunshots were fired.
She told the jury that she
saw Lawlor through her patio
window in her back garden
holding a gun moments before
the shots were fired.

DENIAL

Lawlor denied any involvement
in the shooting and his defence
questioned the reliability of Ms
Mitchell’s evidence.
He was found not guilty of all
charges against him by unanimous jury verdicts.
In the Central Criminal Court
yesterday, Mr Justice Michael
White struck out the only remaining charge against Lawlor,
that of assault causing harm to
Rachel Kirwan on an unknown
date between December 2 and
December 3, 2014, at Grangemore Crescent, Donaghmede.
Mr Justice White told Lawlor
that he was entering a “nolle
prosequi” and added: “You are
no longer in custody on any
matter and are free to go.”

that part of the State’s data retention laws of 2011 concerning
information generated by telephones contravenes EU law and
provides for an indiscriminate
data retention regime.
The High Court finding also
has major implications for the
authorities’ ability to retain,
access and use information generated by mobile phones in the
investigation of serious crime.

DIRECTIVE

If upheld, the High Court
ruling may assist Dwyer’s separate appeal against his murder
conviction.
That appeal is on hold pending the Supreme Court decision.
The State’s appeal is against
a decision of Mr Justice Tony
O’Connor in December last year

The 2011 Act was brought in to
conform with a European Directive but that was later struck
down by the Court of Justice of
the EU (CJEU).
In its appeal, the State argues
that certain CJEU decisions do
not prevent a national court
carrying out a proportionality
test in relation to accessing
retained data.
The appeal continues today.

